Queens Campaign Saturday Is Last Tuition Effort

Students To Hit Two Districts

The largest and most sig- nificant tuition campaign to date will be held in Queens this Saturday. The mass effort will serve as the last chance for elections for students from the College to actively participate in the fight for free higher education.

The campaign will concentrate on Assemblymen Anthony Savarese’s and Fred Preller’s districts. If an overflow of students is present, Assemblyman Edward Ab- man and Speaker of the Assembly Joseph Carlino, will also have their area canvassed.

Mr. Savarese, who won the last election by only 1,200 votes, will serve as the main target for the campaign.

The same Student Government leaders who have worked late hours for the past two weeks organizing Saturday’s campaign, have planned a smaller one for today since Mr. Amman’s district may not be covered on Saturday. A group will distribute leaflets to rush hour commuters going to the Staten Island ferry this afternoon. All concerned students are invited to attend a meeting at 4 PM in Room 211 Finley.

The Saturday three-to-four busloads of students will leave the College at 10:30 AM. Other buses are scheduled to leave the Hunter and Bernard Baruch schools at the same time. It is hoped that Brooklyn College, which has not represented at past anti-tuition campaigns, will finally join the other CC colleges in their president’s, has attempted to get the campaign, Ronnie Pollack, SC support of their House Plan organ- ization and interfraternity council.

The busloads of students will arrive at the Queens College Audio- dorium at 11 AM where the Committee will give introductory speeches and to- gether with the College students in their president, has attempted to get the campaign, Ronnie Pollack, SC support of their House Plan organ- ization and interfraternity council.

First Day Sees Sparse Voting

A queue designed to poll and inform residents of the 139th Street area about the problems of urban renewal is being circulated by students here at the College. Eleven questions dealing with public housing and renovation of present facilities will be asked of approximately 300 fam- ilies in the first step of the project.

The plan, which had its begin- ning when it was suggested that the city’s plan to raze and rebuild a commercial district be extended to include the surrounding resid- ential areas, is being sponsored by the Manhattanville Greater Neigh- borhood Conservation Program under the direction of Mr. Charles Bangel.

Originally, the city proposed an urban renewal program designed to cover the areas between 112th and 131st streets and between Con- stant and Amsterdam Avenues, in order to implement access available to Knickerbocker Hospital.

The suggestion to revamp the town, and to institute public hous- ing in the area from 122th to 135th, and from St. Nicholas Avenu- es was made by the Harlem River came from the offices of the Manhat- tanville program.

“We were told we could help by conducting a survey to deter- mine whether people were aware of the meaning of public housing, and if so, whether they would be willing to pay for it on their own.”

Radio Debate Won by Dems Taking Republican Side

The College’s Debating Society won a city-wide championship in the WWVR-FM radio station sponsored “Campaig- chelles” tournament by defeating Columbia College last Wednesday.

Speaking for the affirmative side on the topic, Resolved: That “victory over Communism” must be the aim of United States for- eign policy rather than “holding on the hand of friendship to all countries willing to grasp it,” were Alan Pomerantz and Bruce Fre- und a member of the Young Foreign Policy rather than “holding on the hand of friendship to all countries willing to grasp it,” were Alan Pomerantz and Bruce Fre- und a member of the Young Foreign Policy rather than “holding on the hand of friendship to all countries willing to grasp it,” were Alan Pomerantz and Bruce Fre- und a member of the Young Foreign Policy rather than “holding on the hand of friendship to all countries willing to grasp it,” were Alan Pomerantz and Bruce Fre- und a member of the Young Foreign Policy rather than “holding on the hand of friendship to all countries willing to grasp it,” were Alan Pomerantz and Bruce Fre- und a member of the Young Democratic Club.
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Last Term's Sparse Donations Crippled College's Blood Bank

Two weeks ago, Suzanne K., a junior at the College entered a hospital for observation. The doctors recommended immediate open-heart surgery to insure her recovery. Suzanne's parents applied to the College's Blood Bank for the necessary quart of fresh blood — they could no sooner afford the $90 which it costs than they could have afforded to send Suzanne to a paying college. But the request was denied.

Last term, only 70 students contributed to the Bank. The thirty-five quarts of blood were soon exhausted, and the bank now stands depleted.

The College's Blood Bank is open to all College students, whether members of the College's fraternity or sorority. The blood donor, if he so wishes, may request that his donation be credited to a particular person. That is, for one pint of his blood, the designated recipient will receive one pint of the correct type for that recipient. And as a special "come-on," arrangements have been made with Raymond the Bagelman for free distribution of his pretzel-shaped, rack-hard wares. Further information is available in Room 214 Finley.

More than 20,000 members of the College community are eligible to use the Blood Bank, free of charge as long as there is a reserve in stock. The amount collected last term, however, represented less than the per cent of those eligible to donate, and less than one tenth of one per cent of those eligible to receive the blood. Anyone between the ages of 18 and 59 may donate blood. Those under 21 must have their parents' permission. The blood donor, if he so wishes, may request that his donation be credited to a particular person. That is, for one pint of his blood, the designated recipient will receive one pint of the correct type for that recipient. And as a special "come-on," arrangements have been made with Raymond the Bagelman for free distribution of his pretzel-shaped, rack-hard wares. Further information is available in Room 214 Finley.

Mr. Rothenberg (left) and Tony DeMela (right), put the finishing touches on a portrait of John Finley. In the background is a restaged picture of Townsend Harris and a bust of Benjamin Franklin.

By STEVE ABEL

This is the third and last in a series of articles on works of art on the campus.

Neglect isn't the major problem for art lovers on South Campus — peripatetic statues. Until he was nailed down last year, Mr. Finley, who resides at the top of the stairs in Finley Center, was often found examining the bell tower or inspecting the ladies' room.

He left settled down Signor Dante, who hangs outside. But the rest of the campus statues must go to the state's Miss in Eisner Hall. She is a one-hundred-year-old bust cast from one of the original Elgin Marbles.

Her record is closely followed by one of the newer items, the ferocious beaver on the hill behind Finley. He is a gift from the Class of '56, and hails from Wyoming.

Along with this travelingquarter tower, there's a small bust of Albert Einstein along with the more grandiose Elgin Marble. The portrait of the incumbent, Dr. Edward Shaw, is one of another kind of art, has its share of the fine arts. On the first floor lobby is a bronze bust of Roosevelt Raphael Coblenz, the philosopher professor for whom the library is named.

But one would have to be a mystic to divine this information, for the last has been unplaced. Also unplaced are the Presidents' Gallery which stalls over the main staircase. The portraits, one by one, are hanging. Dr. Horace Woolner, the first President of the College, and, include every president through the incumbent.

Most of them have been restored by Jacob Rothenberg (Art). Mr. Rothenberg has been doing restoring, revarnishing, and fixing holes.

At that time Shepard Hall was being painted and all the pictures were taken down. The dirt and grime was more evident and Mr. Rothenberg picked up the job. Since then he's acquired a room in the attic of the Tea House on South Campus, and an assistant, Tony DeMela, a fellow in the Art Department.

Mr. Rothenberg says it's no coincidence that he has coursed in Medieval and Renaissance art. Most of the work involves cleaning, revarnishing, and fixing holes. Fixing holes requires patching, filling in the lack of the canvas and then imitating the grain of the canvas. Lastly the spot is repainted.

In his Eisner Hall finishing shop, Mr. Rothenberg has works by Leonardo, the founder of another kind of art, has its share of the fine arts. On the first floor lobby is a bronze bust of Roosevelt Raphael Coblenz, the philosopher professor for whom the library is named.
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Sam Needs Help

Assemblymen Fred Preller and Anthony Savarese will come up for reelection this November 3rd. These men remain firmly opposed to the restoration of the free tuition mandate, and possess the power to swing legislation. They will be elected unless their constituents are reached before election day.

This Saturday, the largest swarm of anti-tuition demonstrators to date will invade Preller’s and Savarese’s Queens districts. It will be the last chance before election day for students to act.

Once the danger of elections has passed, Preller, Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, and Savarese will have a free hand. Don’t let yourself and your school get slapped by it. The participating students will meet at the 133rd St. gate at 10:00 on Saturday. Now if ever before... don’t sit back and “let Sam do it.” Be there.

Prelude To November 3

The occurrence of an election during the middle of the semester is usually met with more than the normal amount of student apathy. We sincerely hope that this is not the case this time for out of the small group of candidates there are several who are well-qualified to serve and worthy of the students’ attention. All students are urged to brandish their bursar’s stubs and run as fast as possible to the nearest polling place.

Observation Post endorses the following candidates:
Council-at-Large
    Eric Eisenberg
    Kerry Krumholz

Class of ’65
    Herman Berliner

Life’s Blood

The blood bank for the College has finally been depleted. This is due to the paltry results the blood drives of the recent past have had. Any student or faculty member who might need blood in the near future would have to pay over forty dollars for each pint. This could present a terrific hardship to those who might need blood in the near future.

Positive Stress Needed

It is appalling that bigotry should rear its ugly head at the College, especially in the wake of recent attempts to foster closer ties with the community through joint action for civic improvement and educational betterment.

We commend House Plan for its swift and decisive action in defending the practice of discrimination by a prospective freshman House, and would further urge that positive steps be taken in the future to integrate students from the academic sphere to include social activities.

The demonstrators, carrying blank placards and handing out cards written in double talk, disassociated themselves from “run of the mill demonstrators by dressing in immaculate Ivy style,” the “Columbia Spectator” reported.

A senior at Hofstra University was suspended for one term, October 15, after attempting to steal a book from the college’s Bookstore. He was described by the Dean of Students as “a good, above average student. The Dean said that the incident “is not a real indication of the boy’s character. We hope this experience will prove to his benefit.”

Long Island University dropped its dress code last week in a joint administration-student venture. The only restrictions on dress would be imposed by faculty members in classes in which the instructor felt that ties and sport jackets for men, and skirts for women, would contribute to “the learning atmosphere he is trying to create.”

The University’s Biology Department has stressed that it will continue to impose a dress code on all its students.

The regulations for women formerly allowed students to wear a dress any day the temperature fell below 25 degrees or snow fell. The only official protest came from the “Dear Chairman” LIU’s newspaper. In an editorial the newspaper said “Complete elimination of dress regulations... would mean that appropriate dress would be left to the discretion of the student.”

The Texas Commission on Higher Education will recommend a $5 per semester raise in tuition in all Texas public colleges and universities. University tuition would become $230 a year. Governor John Connally is expected to recommend the tuition hike in the legislature. Tuition was $25 per semester until 1957, when it was raised to $50.

University of New Mexico President Tom Pope has announced that his school will not recognize the W. E. B. DuBois Club. Pope bases his decision on the club’s opposition to integration. Describing the club as “Communist-spraved Marxist youth organization.”

Quoted from the ‘El Mustang’, the undergraduate newspaper of California State Polytechnic College:
“Girls interested in being nominated for the 1965 Maiden of Cotton contest should contact Ron McFarland, Crops Club president and members of the Crops staff. Qualifications for the Maid of Cotton air as follows: She must be between the ages of 19 and 25, inclusive, have never been married and have been born in a cotton-producing state. The 1965 California Maiden of Cotton will tour the state, appear at various functions, and make significant appearances at agricultural groups... Also included will be an all cotton wardrobe...”

Pipe carrying women students at the University of California forced their way into an all male Smoker. “We are trying to bring about official justice,” the smoke-in leader said. “It is time women’s emancipation.”

The suggestion for a smoke-in came from a male student whose name is being withheld for “purposes of security.”

Instructors at the University of California were surprised to find such students as “Vote Yes on Proposition 15,” English IA is in good,” and “Goldwater for President,” and other unprintable” names enrolled in their classes. Large number of IBM course cards had been run off with the fake names and been handed to professors at the first meeting of their classes.

Some joker among the campus eggheads,” the Daily Californian commented. “A string of obsequies into one of Cal’s biggest and best bed-campuses—with the results that the new lists of students can’t be read in mixed company."

The University’s IBM computers still have “obscenities” enrolled in classes, and will continue to do so until they can be entirely re-programmed.

A “monkey-wa” has erupted in Texas. The State Textbook Committee is under fire for approving texts presenting evolution as a fact, rather than a theory. An evolutionary forces have denounced the theory as “intrinsically anti-religious and atheistic.”

A plot to release 1,000 baby roosters in the dormitory of UCLA was foiled by the intervention of a stool pigeon. Collection fees of $50 dollars worth of chicks, which were to be released at 2 AM while the dorm slept.

The tip of the iceberg was the story of Mr. John Zippert, a 33-year old professor of English at Hofstra University. Zippert had been made to purchase $50 dollars worth of chicks, which were to be released at 2 AM while the dorm slept.

The tip of the iceberg was the story of Mr. John Zippert, a 33-year old professor of English at Hofstra University. Zippert had been made to purchase $50 dollars worth of chicks, which were to be released at 2 AM while the dorm slept.

Columbia University students held a “TrIBUTE TO NONSENSE” rally and march last Friday and apparently achieved their goals.

The demonstrators, carrying blank placards and handing out cards written in double talk, disassociated themselves from “run of the mill demonstrators by dressing in immaculate Ivy style,” the “Columbia Spectator” reported.
Human Rights In Mississippi: A Hard Road

By BARBARA SCHWARTZBAUM

The Negro race, Sammy would say, was the last massacre of an age. And a question to see if he's list-
ning. Marjorie Rose Hyatt—Marjo, the killer—and Janet that he should have been the first at Fogel's.

The FBI had ceased being po-
tive voters in Hattiesburg as part of its tough Gay Project. Eventually he let them know he was coming.

at the church. The adult classes we had for adults were a lurching, bounching figure whose legs could barely
be seen under a pair of blue jeans. It was a lurching, bounching figure whose legs could barely be seen under a pair of blue jeans. It was a question to see if he's listening. Marjo and Janet that he should have been the first at Fogel's.
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LIVING LANGUAGE
records
- French
- Spanish
- German
- Italian, etc.

DICTIONARIES
Cassels all languages
List Sale
Indexed 8.50 6.80
Plain 7.50 5.95

MOBILITE Desk lamp
Fluorescent (With Tube)
Sale 6.95

SHEAFFER PENS
Complete line
From 99c to 99.00
All discounted 20%

CITY COLLEGE STORE

OLIVETTI TYPE WRITERS
List Sale
Lettera 32 74.50 59.95
Studio 44 99.50 78.50
Plus Tax

TIMEX WATCHES
From 6.95
All Discount 10%

PARKER JOTTER
Ball pens
List 1.95
Sale 1.56

SIX FOOTER
CASSY SCARF
List Sale

EXTRA SPECIAL: None such Classical Records $1.80. Hi-Fi & Stereo

CLASSICAL
Beethoven: Wellington's Victory
Schumann: Piano Concerto Corelli: Christmas Concerto
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto #1

ALSO NOW IN STOCK

All Nancy Wilson: 3.98 2.69
All Leadbelly Records 4.98 3.39
All Manhattan: 3.98 2.69
All Columbia: 3.98 2.69
All Altonia: 3.98 2.69

JAZZ
All Columbia Miles Davis
All John Coltrane
All Dave Brubeck

STEREOS: 60c extra

STORE HOURS: 9 AM to 4:45 PM — Evening: M-W-Th. 5:30-8:45 PM

When Will We Stop Walking...'

(Co continues from previous page) about coming to class, what with children and grandchildren and COPO workers to feed, and choir rehearsal and church meetings to attend. It was pretty late, and I was pretty tired. I told them to shut up and I couldn't get him to talk. Neither of us could ever believe what he was trying to say to us.

The ladies and I wandered off the United States and Mississippi Constitutions and book-type Negro history one night and started talking about life in Hattiesburg and things their mothers, grandmothers and aunts had told them about slavery. What a sorrowing was heard in that room that night. Who among them had not been told of the day when even prayer was not allowed and their kin had to go to the river's edge and cover their faces with pots in the water to pray. Miss Scott started talking about how she had worked for the same woman for 20 years and seven ovens was able to come to the front door of the house. "What gets me about them," she said, "is you can work for them for years, raise their kids and they'll pass you on the street and not even give you a good morning."

Don't sit at the table but fix it, don't use the bathroom, but clean it, raise a baby till he's three and he'll call you 'nigger' at four.

Sammy says he feels sorry for people who call him 'nigger,' that he laughs at it, but sometimes he doesn't laugh, sometimes Sammy's eyes boil over and you can see murder in his face. A white boy across the railroad track once, called Sammy 'nigger,' and that time he didn't laugh and that was one beaten up white boy who never called Sammy 'nigger' again.

But the ladies don't laugh and they don't strike back. They pain. They have endured but cannot overcome the day after day, year after year insult, contempt, and ridicule to themselves, they have watched so often the destruction of their men and now they fear for the fate of their children. It has cut the fire out of most of them and left strong but weary, and far too humble souls. "Jesus build a wall around me." He is their strength and they are ours. Come home at 2 AM feeling that you have changed the linen on a bed for a "After a bit" she will say, and a visiting Minister.

"Damn it, let the man make his own bed, Mamma, go to bed." half times come back with something for you to eat. How then can you complain?

There are many such mamma's in town, each with her own style. Mama Wilson, who owns the building the COPO rents in Hattiesburg, is a tough, rough, old mamma for ya' underneath, her church beads and ruffles. One night the sheriff came to the office to arrest Sandy Leigh, who is project director in Hattiesburg and runs the 5th Congressional District for COPO in the state. The sheriff told Sandy he was going to the station. "Oh, no, he's not!"

I answer the phone. Mrs. Gray told Sandy he was going to the station. "Oh, no, he's not!"

Mrs. Gray is running for Congress with the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party this year.

"And what's more," she said, "I'm working for him, too."

"What's your name and what do you have here to keep you in the house?"

"I work for them all the time. She goes back with some food," she said, waving it back and forth, "if you don't get out of here you are going to get some of this." The sheriff, who knew that Mama Wilson is a God-fearing woman and wouldn't lie, made a hasty retreat.

Would that it were so easy to rid of him and all the constables and police and men in cars without tags and men with pipes, guns and bombs. It is very late at night and the phone rings at Mrs. Victoria Jackson Gray's. Mrs. Gray is running for Congress with the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party this year. I answer the phone. Mrs. Gray wants to sleep and needs to sleep but recognizes the name of the woman and comes to the phone. Someone is using a phony name. It is a harrassment call. She gets them all the time. She goes back to bed.

Cars circle the house. They shine headlights at you. The dogs bark. You're in your house with a yard and three dogs and they are barking. Most other places you would roll over and go back to sleep. You get out of bed, move the shade a little. Nobody seems to be there.

Every night there is that ride home. It is a dark, deserted 15 minute stretch of road from Mo-
CITY COLLEGE STORE'S LATEST FASHIONS

KAYWOODIE
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- YELLOW BOWL
- MEDICO

FROM 1.39

Model 4PN29: “The Skyliner” A Masterpiece in design and performance. Quality components throughout. Diamond Needle, two 8” dual-cone speakers each in separate swing-out detachable speaker enclosure, deliver four speaker performance. Features the new drop-down, hide-away changer, four separate controls, multi-tube stereo amplifier with 50 to 12,000 cps frequency response, 5-gram stylus pressure. Available in choice of Blue with Black or Tan with Black.

Lowest Price Anywhere . . . 89.95

Student "Exec" Attache Case

ALUMINUM FRAME FEATHERWEIGHT Normally 10.98 S A L E 8.88

* SWEAT SHIRT *
GREY ......................................................... 2.25
OTHER COLORS: Columbia Blue, Orange, Brown, Lemon, Red Colors ..................... 2.59

* POPLIN JACKET — Full Cut — Latest Styling ............................................. SALE 5.95

All of these smart designs come with CCNY imprint.
In Many New Colors.
Boothees Meet F. D. U. Saturday; Will Oppose Pratt Election Day

When the College's soccer team travels to Fairleigh Dickinson on Saturday, they'll play one of two key games on their schedule. So far this year the Knights are undefeated, and if Harry Karlin's boothees are going to give him a retirement present they'll have to break that string of Knight victories.

A proper retirement present might be the Metropolitan Championship and a bid to the NCAA championships. Since teams that go to the NCAA's are usually undefeated, that means Saturday's game, although a non-league match, is still a must. It also means that every goal on the schedule is a must, including an Election Day affair with Pratt in Lewisohn Stadium.

Torrington will be at half-full strength. Only Val Gaulich, a halfback, will be out of action. Either Marv Caesar or Aaron Davidovich will sub for him.

Rattle Team Ready To Face Rutgers

For the past two years, the College's rattle team has opened its season by meeting Rutgers and defeating them. To-morrow night they expect to do it again.

Last year, the Beavers outpointed both Rutgers and Hofstra in a triangular meet. Two years ago, the teams again, in triangular competition, defeated both Rutgers and Stevens Tech.

Harriers Face N.Y.U. Sat.; Prepare For Mets On Tues.

The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Championships are being held next Tuesday, and since the College's cross-country team will be entering them for the first time since the early 1950's they would like to do it with a winning record. But to do that, the Beavers have the difficult task of defeating N.Y.U. on Saturday.

The Harriers have a strong record. They opened their season with four straight wins over Adelphi, Fairleigh Dickinson, Queens, and Montclair State College. However, the Lavender then faced a very strong team from Kings Point, Iona, and Central Connecticut State, and were defeated.

If you go by their record, the team will be facing from N.Y.U. looks like a pushover, but sometimes records are deceiving. The Violets have a 1-4 record.

While the game against FDU is a must for an NCAA bid, or almost a must, the match with Pratt is a must for the Met crown.

The Beavers are 3-0-1 in the league and LIU is 2-3-2. South Bryant must not only beat LIU, but win every other Met league game. The Beavers play LIU, Hofstra, Blackbirds, who would have one more victory—provided they win the LIU game.

Their chances of remaining undefeated are slightly better than the College's since they meet Brooklyn, Queens, and C. W. Post, the bottom of the Met barrel, as well as the Beavers. On the other hand, the College has Pratt, 3-1-1, next, then LIU, and closes out with N.Y.U., 1-4-1.

So for Pratt, the Election Day game is also a must, and unless N.Y.U. eliminates itself, that last game will be a must for them.

IN MEMORIAM

The Sisters of Beta Lambo Phi deeply regret the passing of their beloved sister

Leslie Rubin

DOWNER '67 OPEN HOUSE

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

FOOD & GUY'S FUN GIRLS

OCTOBET 30 — 8:30-Oblusion

23 E. 95th St., Brooklyn

Come On Down To House Plan's New Halloween Party and Art Exhibit

12-2 Break. HPA Lounge 326 F.

Prepare For Mets On Tues.

The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Championships are being held next Tuesday, and since the College's cross-country team will be entering them for the first time since the early 1950's they would like to do it with a winning record. But to do that, the Beavers have the difficult task of defeating N.Y.U. on Saturday.

The Harriers have a strong record. They opened their season with four straight wins over Adelphi, Fairleigh Dickinson, Queens, and Montclair State College. However, the Lavender then faced a very strong team from Kings Point, Iona, and Central Connecticut State, and were defeated.

If you go by their record, the team will be facing from N.Y.U. looks like a pushover, but sometimes records are deceiving. The Violets have a 1-4 record.

Weekend Sport's Schedule

Friday

New Brunswick 7:30 PM

Saturday

Cross-country N.Y.U.

Sunday

Teaneck 2 PM

New Brunswick 7:30 PM

Saturday

Soccer (V) Pratt

Saturday

Soccer (V) Pratt

New Brunswick 7:30 PM

Tuesday

Cross-country Met Champs. Van Cour, 1 PM
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Rifle Team Ready To Face Rutgers

For the past two years, the College's rifle team has opened its season by meeting Rutgers and defeating them. Tomorrow night they expect to do it again.

Last year, the Beavers outpointed both Rutgers and Hofstra in a triangular meet. Two years ago, the teams again, in triangular competition, defeated both Rutgers and Stevens Tech.

Prepare For Mets On Tues.

The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Championships are being held next Tuesday, and since the College's cross-country team will be entering them for the first time since the early 1950's they would like to do it with a winning record. But to do that, the Beavers have the difficult task of defeating N.Y.U. on Saturday.

The Harriers have a strong record. They opened their season with four straight wins over Adelphi, Fairleigh Dickinson, Queens, and Montclair State College. However, the Lavender then faced a very strong team from Kings Point, Iona, and Central Connecticut State, and were defeated.

If you go by their record, the team will be facing from N.Y.U. looks like a pushover, but sometimes records are deceiving. The Violets have a 1-4 record.